We present Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) observations of high-J CO lines (J up = 6, 7, 8) and associated dust continuum towards five strongly lensed, dusty, star-forming galaxies (DSFGs) at redshift z = 2.7-5.7. These galaxies, discovered in the South Pole Telescope survey, are observed at 0.2 -0.4 resolution with ALMA. Our high-resolution imaging coupled with the lensing magnification provides a measurement of the structure and kinematics of molecular gas in the background galaxies with spatial resolutions down to kiloparsec scales. We derive visibilitybased lens models for each galaxy, accurately reproducing observations of four of the galaxies. Of these four targets, three show clear velocity gradients, of which two are likely rotating disks. We find that the reconstructed region of CO emission is less concentrated than the region emitting dust continuum even for the moderate-excitation CO lines, similar to what has been seen in the literature for lower-excitation transitions. We find that the lensing magnification of a given source can vary by 20-50% across the line profile, between the continuum and line, and between different CO transitions. We apply Large Velocity Gradient (LVG) modeling using apparent and intrinsic line ratios between lower-J and high-J CO lines. Ignoring these magnification variations can bias the estimate of physical properties of interstellar medium of the galaxies. The magnitude of the bias varies from galaxy to galaxy and is not necessarily predictable without high resolution observations.
INTRODUCTION
Dusty star-forming galaxies (DSFGs) contribute a significant fraction of the total star formation at high redshifts (z > 2, see e.g. Smail et al. 2002; Barger et al. 2012; Swinbank et al. 2014; Smith et al. 2017) , and host the most intense star formation in the universe, with rates up to thousands of solar masses per year (e.g. Hughes et al. 1998; Chapman et al. 2005; Casey et al. 2014) . Although rapid star formation is ongoing in these galaxies, the bright ultraviolet (UV) continuum from massive, young stars is obscured by dust. The interstellar dust absorbs and reprocesses the UV-optical light, radiating at far-infrared (FIR) and submillimeter wavelengths, rendering these galaxies optically very faint. High redshift DSFGs were first detected at 850 µm with very low spatial resolution (> 10 , Smail et al. 1997; Barger et al. 1998; Hughes et al. 1998) . High resolution submillimeter detections required long integration times and sensitive interferometers to achieve spatial resolutions comparable to the typical size (∼1 kpc) of the star-forming regions (Bussmann et al. 2015; Simpson et al. 2015; Spilker et al. 2016) .
For DSFG studies, understanding the molecular gas in the galaxies is important, as it is the fuel supply for continued star formation. Carbon monoxide (CO) is the second-most common molecule in the interstellar medium (ISM), after molecular hydrogen (H 2 ). It is the most commonly used tracer of molecular gas (i.e. H 2 gas) in the ISM. The intensity of different CO transitions depend on the physical conditions of the molecular gas in the ISM. In general, warmer and denser gas allows the CO molecules to occupy higher excitation levels. The CO lines from lower excited levels (especially the ground state transition CO J = 1-0) trace virtually all molecular gas and are generally used to estimate the total mass of molecular gas (e.g. Bolatto et al. 2013) and to analyze the star formation rate as a function of molecular mass of the system (e.g. Daddi et al. 2010; Genzel et al. 2010) . The higher-J CO lines are mainly excited by collisions with H 2 in warm, dense gas tracing active star forming regions. Using multiple CO lines with different excitation levels, one can constrain the physical conditions of the observed system by applying radiative transfer modeling, such as the commonly-used Large Velocity Gradient (LVG) approximation (e.g. van der Tak et al. 2007) .
Gravitational lensing provides a means of increasing the efficacy of galaxy studies at high redshift (z > 1).
It provides higher effective spatial resolution and can be used to study the sources in greater details than unmagnified ones (e.g., Swinbank et al. 2010; Spilker et al. 2014) . Recently, several large extragalactic surveys have detected a large population of these strongly lensed galaxies, e.g. the Herschel Astrophysical Terahertz Large Area Survey (H-ATLAS; Eales et al. 2010; Negrello et al. 2010 Negrello et al. , 2017 , the Herschel Multi-tiered Extragalactic Survey (HerMES; Oliver et al. 2012; Bussmann et al. 2015; Asboth et al. 2016) , the Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT; Marsden et al. 2014) , and the South Pole Telescope (SPT; Carlstrom et al. 2011; Vieira et al. 2013 ). SPT has discovered roughly 100 gravitationally lensed high-redshift DSFGs (Vieira et al. 2010; Hezaveh et al. 2013; Spilker et al. 2016) . Subsequent studies find the sample has a median redshift of z = 3.9 (Vieira et al. 2013; Strandet et al. 2016 ) with the highest redshift source at z ∼ 7 (Strandet et al. 2017; Marrone et al. 2018) . Aravena et al. (2013 Aravena et al. ( , 2016 conducted a survey of CO J = 1-0 and J = 2-1 line emission in 17 of these galaxies and find the gas masses in the range (0.5-11) × 10 10 M , gas depletion timescales t dep < 200 Myr, and CO to gas mass conversion factor α CO in the range 0.4-1.8 M (K km s −1 pc 2 ) −1 . These studies allow for the basic physical properties of these galaxies to be determined. More detailed studies on the intrinsic sizes, luminosities, and dynamics of these galaxies require lens modeling to account for the gravitational magnification and distortion . If one can properly model the foreground lens, lensing in principle allows higher effective spatial resolution than can otherwise be obtained. It also presents new complications, because galaxies are extended sources and different regions of the galaxies can be magnified by different amounts depending on the lensing geometry and location relative to the lensing caustics (lines of theoretically infinite magnification). This differential magnification can skew observed flux and line ratios if the observed image is analyzed directly without performing lens modeling, which might then introduce a bias in other derived quantities (Hezaveh et al. 2012; Serjeant 2012) . The solution is to be able to model as many of the relevant galaxy components as possible. Hezaveh et al. (2013) introduced a parameterized and visibility-based lens modeling approach and derived intrinsic sizes, FIR luminosities and star formation surface densities of four of the SPT sources. Spilker et al. (2016) conducted similar modeling on 47 of these DS-FGs with ALMA 870 µm continuum data and found that the median magnification of the SPT sample is ∼6, with a source size distribution similar to unlensed DSFGs. Spilker et al. (2015) applied the models to low-J CO lines of two galaxies and found that the 870 µm dust contiuum is more concentrated than the region traced by low-J CO. The relatively larger CO sizes compared with dust have also been found in other unlensed DSFGs (e.g., Tadaki et al. 2017; Chen et al. 2017) . At high redshifts, high-J CO lines (up to J up ∼ 8) are more accessible than the low-frequency ground-state transition, because they are brighter (e.g. Rosenberg et al. 2015) and are redshifted into transparent atmospheric windows. Inferences about the size distribution of DSFGs depend on the tracer observed. Thus, it is important to understand how the apparent sizes of different CO transitions and the dust continuum vary.
In this paper, we study five strongly-lensed DSFGs using high-J CO lines (CO(8-7), CO(7-6), or CO(6-5)), and dust continuum near the frequencies of the corresponding line emission. The sources were targeted as part of an ALMA Cycle 2 program to find dark matter sub-halos in the foreground lensing galaxies (Morningstar et al., in prep.) , but the focus of this paper is the source structure of the background lensed galaxies in the sample. With the modest resolution (0.2 -0.4 ) of our CO maps, we can extend the size comparison of CO versus dust to high-J CO lines, and can also study in detail differential magnification and physical properties of the galaxies.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe the ALMA Cycle 2 high-J CO and dust continuum observations and other supporting data. In Section 3 we describe the visibility-based lens modeling technique used in this study. Analyses and results on the sizes and magnifications of the sources, and a demonstration of the effects of differential magnification on radiative transfer modeling are discussed in Section 4. We present our conclusions in Section 5. Throughout this work, we assume a flat Planck ΛCDM cosmology, where h = 0.677, Ω m = 0.308, and Ω Λ = 0.691 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016 ).
OBSERVATIONS
We primarily use ALMA Cycle 2 (2013.1.00880.S, PI: Y. Hezaveh) observations for this study, augmented by lower-J CO data from the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) and additional mid-J CO transitions at low spatial resolution from other cycles of ALMA.
ALMA Cycle 2
We observed five galaxies, SPT0346-52, SPT0529-54, SPT0532-50, SPT2134-50 and SPT2147-50, with the ALMA 12m array on 28-29 June 2015 and 5 August 2015, with integration times of 34 to 44 minutes each. The number of antennas varied from 37 to 41. The spatial resolution reaches 0.2 to 0.4 , corresponding to 1.7 to 2.9 kpc in the absence of lensing, and up to 2.5 times better than the observations presented in Spilker et al. (2016) . Basic details of the observations are given in Table 1 .
For each source, we observe one high-J CO line, with a correlator spectral resolution of 3.9 MHz and a bandwidth of 1.875 GHz. We observe three spectral windows of continuum with 128 channels each within 14 GHz from the line frequency with total bandwidth 6 GHz and usable bandwidth 5.625 GHz.
All data was reduced using the standard ALMA Cycle 2 pipeline, with manual inspection of the quality of the reduction. All lens analysis is performed using the interferometric visibilities (see Section 3). For imaging, we use the CASA (McMullin et al. 2007 ) CLEAN task with natural weighting to generate both the continuum image and the line data cube. For the line images, we subtract the continuum from the line data by fitting a linear polynomial to the continuum spectral window visibilities and applying that solution to the line spectral window. We also make integrated images of the CO lines by averaging the uv data in frequency to create a single, very wide channel, with width 800 km s −1 for SPT0346-52, SPT0532-50 and SPT2134-50, 700 km s −1 for SPT0529-54 and 500 km s −1 for SPT2147-50. The single-channel widths capture the bulk (> 80%) of the total line flux in each case. These line images are shown as contours overlaid on the continuum images in Figure  1 .
We extract spectra using 1 to 2.5 radius apertures and 38 MHz channel width for all sources except SPT0529-54. For this source, we use 76 MHz channels because the data have a much lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). These spectral resolutions correspond to 50 to 150 km s −1 (See Table 1 ). The extracted spectra are shown in Figure 2 . For the galaxy SPT2134-50, we also detect the [CI](2-1) line, which shows a similar profile to the adjacent CO(7-6) line.
To estimate the line properties, we fit Gaussian functions to the spectra, except for SPT2134-50, which has a non-gaussian and asymmetric line profile. For this source, we estimate the line flux by integrating the flux channel by channel and directly measuring the FWHM. We estimate the uncertainties by adding gaussian noise with a level from the actual spectrum to the spectrum and repeat the procedure for getting the flux and FWHM 1000 times. The estimated line widths and fluxes are summarized in Table 2 and are used to per- CO(6-5) CO(6-5) CO(7-6) CO(6-5) Figure 2 . Spectra extracted from the ALMA and ATCA data. The black spectra are from our ALMA high-J CO data. The colored spectra are from ALMA Cycle 0 mid-J data and ATCA low-J data. For SPT2134-50, the [CI](2-1) line is also detected at −1200 km s −1 . Generally, as expected, the higher-J CO lines are brighter, while the FWHM remains nearly constant.
form LVG radiative transfer modeling (see Section 4.3). The continuum flux densities are also estimated and are listed in Table 3 , to be compared with the intrinsic flux densities derived from lens modeling.
Additional ALMA and ATCA data
We use the ALMA Cycle 0 (2011.0.00957.S, PI: A. Weiß) low resolution 3 mm data which were originally used to derive redshifts for these sources. For each source the data contains one or two mid-J CO transitions from CO(3-2) to CO(6-5). Details of the data and observations are given in Weiß et al. (2013) . For the CO(6-5) line of SPT0346-52, we have obtained additional ALMA data (2015.1.00117.S, PI: M. Aravena) with higher SNR and better flux calibration, so we use the newer line flux. Details of these data and observations will be given in Apostolovski et al. in prep. We also use 4-5" resolution CO(1-0) and CO(2-1) data from ATCA for SPT0346-52 (CO(2-1)), SPT2134-50 (CO(1-0)) and SPT2147-50 (CO(2-1)) . In Figure 2 , we overplot the lower-J CO spectra from these additional ALMA and ATCA data. Spectra of different transitions for a given galaxy generally have similar shape and FWHM, unlike some observations of unlensed DSFGs (Ivison et al. 2011) . For SPT0346-52 and SPT2147-50, ∼0.5" resolution observations of the same low-J CO transitions are also available, and we perform lens modeling for these higher-resolution data and use the output for LVG modeling (Spilker et al. 2015, Apostolovski et al. in prep.) .
LENS MODELING
We use the parameterized lens modeling code visilens described in Spilker et al. (2016) , following Hezaveh et al. (2013) . Rather than modeling the images reconstructed from radio interferometer data, we perform our analysis directly in the visibility plane. With this technique we can better understand the measurement and its noise, avoiding the correlated noise inherent to interferometric images, and can account for residual calibration errors.
Within the model, the lens is described by one or more Singular Isothermal Ellipsoids (SIEs) (Kormann et al. 1994 ) with five free parameters: the center position relative to the phase center (x L , y L ), the lens strength in the form of the angular Einstein radius (θ E ), the lens shape in the form of the ellipticity of mass distribution (e L ), and position angle of the major axis (φ L ). Sometimes we also need to add an external tidal shear with strength γ and position angle φ γ . The background sources are represented by one or more Sérsic (Sérsic 1968) profiles. While simple Sérsic profiles are unlikely to fully characterise the source structure, they do provide sufficient degrees of freedom to adequately model the data. These profiles have seven free parameters: the position relative to the lens position (x S , y S ), total flux density (S), major axis half-light radius (a S ), Sérsic index (n S ), axis ratio (b S /a S ), and position angle (φ S ).
We apply a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) fitting procedure using the emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al.
2013) code to sample the parameter space. In order to decrease the number of visibilities for our lens modeling procedure, we average the data in time in intervals of up to 10 min, unless doing so would cause individual visibilities in the average to have Fourier-plane uv coordinates separated by >15 m. This uv-plane maximum bin size would cause a source 3 from the phase center to suffer a decrease in amplitude by < 2%, and thus introduces no serious de-correlation. The limitation on uv averaging only affects the longest baselines that traverse the uv plane the fastest, but the overall noise properties are unaffected because the weights of the averaged visibilities are determined from the sum of the weights of the individual visibilities in each time bin. For line data we divide the data into 75-250 km s −1 velocity bins, depending on the flux distribution and SNR of the line. For a given lens configuration, we fit the continuum and the CO line channels simultaneously, i.e. fitting multiple source components with one shared set of lens parameters. We also fit single-channel models of CO with channel widths equivalent to the FWHM of the lines to study the general distribution of the CO gas. Generally, we run 1000 chains with 1000 burn-in steps and 1000 extra chain steps. We have verified that the MCMC chains have converged. We quote the median value of each parameter of the sample as the estimated value and the 1σ interval as the uncertainty. When comparing models, we use the Deviance Information Criterion (DIC; Spiegelhalter et al. 2002) for model selection, which is useful in cases where posterior parameter distributions are determined from MCMC chains. The best-fit models are selected based on residual images (appendix Figure  12) , SNRs of channel components, and parameter convergences via the DIC. The output parameters of the fitting procedures are listed in the appendix Section B.
ANALYSIS
We find good models for four galaxies, SPT0346-52, SPT0529-54, SPT0532-50 and SPT2147-50, where the flux is well recovered and the residuals of the fit are consistent with noise. For SPT0532-50, we need two lens components to match the data, and the source position is defined relative to the more massive of the two lenses. For SPT2134-50, we were unable to find an acceptable fit to the data. The structure of the residuals indicates that a simple SIE mass model is not a sufficient representation of the mass distribution in this source. A more complex model of the lens and/or the source is needed for this galaxy, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
We quantify the ability of the lens models to recover the line fluxes by comparing the apparent CO line luminosities (L apparent ) to the product of the magnification and intrinsic line luminosities (µL intrinsic ). We show this comparison in Figure 3 , finding good agreement in both the single-and multiple-channel models. L is the line luminosity expressed in units of K km s −1 pc 2 , and is proportional to the line brightness temperature. For the multiple-channel model and single-channel model of each source, different band widths are chosen to reach the SNR needed for lens modeling, so the flux coverages are slightly different -e.g., the faint line wings cannot be included in the multiple-channel models due to low SNR, while this line emission can be accommodated in the single-channel model. The multiple-channel models better recover the flux at high magnifications, where the impact of differential magnification across the line profile is accounted for.
The visualizations of our modeling results are shown in Figure 4 , where we show (1) the positions of the reconstructed dust emission region and CO velocity channels relative to the lensing caustics, (2) the positionvelocity (P-V) diagrams for galaxies where we see a linear position shift of models with different velocity bins -SPT0346-52, SPT0532-50 and SPT2147-50 -and (3) the half-light ellipses of the dust and CO emission.
As seen in the top and middle rows of Figure 4 , SPT0346-52, SPT0532-50 and SPT2147-50 show obvious velocity gradients. SPT0346-52 is likely to be a merger with two sub-components (Spilker et al. 2015; Litke et al. 2019 ). SPT0532-50 and SPT2147-50 show smooth velocity gradients normally typical of galaxy rotation. However, we also cannot rule out that these sources are very close-in galaxy mergers (Hung et al. 2016), similar to SPT0346-52. For SPT0529-54, we find no evidence for disk-like rotation or any other obvious velocity gradient despite the elongated structure seen in continuum, integrated CO emission, and individual CO velocity bins. At the depth and resolution of the current data the nature of this source is not yet clear. We perform our analysis in three stages. First, we investigate the intrinsic sizes derived from lens modeling of the CO and dust observations. Second, we compare the magnifications of the dust with the CO, investigate the changes in magnification across the line profiles, and compare magnifications between different CO transitions. Finally, we perform LVG radiative transfer modeling for both the apparent and the intrinsic line fluxes to study the influence gravitational lensing can have on estimation of physical properties of the lensed galaxies.
Source Sizes
The relative sizes of CO and dust continuum are drawn in the bottom row of Figure 4 as half-light ellipses. To compare the size of CO with dust continuum, we fit the CO line to the lens model in 500-800 km s −1 wide single channels (see Table 4 for individual channel widths), which contain the bulk of the total CO emission in all cases. We extract the half-light semi-major axis and axis ratio parameters. We calculate the circular- For SPT0346-52, SPT0532-50 and SPT2147-50, we find clear velocity gradients. For those three galaxies, a magenta slice within which we extract the P-V diagram (middle row) is indicated on the image, and a magenta arrow indicates the positive direction of the position axis. Middle row: P-V diagrams of SPT0346-52, SPT0532-50 and SPT2147-50 extracted from the slices indicated in the images of the top row. The space for SPT0529-54 is intentionally left blank because no coherent velocity gradient is seen in the reconstruction of this source. Bottom row: half-light ellipses for CO (blue, solid) and dust continuum (red, dashed) with size uncertainties represented by shaded rings for the intrinsic source. The CO ellipses are derived from single-channel models. The observed CO sizes are typically larger than the dust continuum (see also Fig. 5 ). The axes of the bottom row match those of the top row, except for SPT0529-54, where a black box indicating the field-of-view of the top row is shown in the bottom row.
ized size and its uncertainty from the MCMC chains as √ a S b S where a S , b S are the semi-major and semi-minor axes, respectively. We then compare the circularized size of CO with dust continuum. The comparison is shown in Table 3 and plotted in Figure 5 . We find, for three of the four galaxies, a trend that the size of the CO-emitting region appears larger than the dust continuum, even at high-J transitions of CO(6-5) to .
If the tendency towards larger CO sizes is confirmed with larger samples, there are several possible explanations for this result. First, at this wavelength, the dust emission is probably optically thin across the entire source, so the emission is directly proportional to the column density of the dust (e.g. Laursen et al. 2009 ). Meanwhile, the CO gas is optically thick and the emission arises from all regions where CO is present. Thus, the dust-emitting region can appear smaller than the CO-emitting region in data with limited signal-to-noise. Under standard assumptions about the dust emissivity, gas-to-dust ratio, and the CO-H 2 conversion factor, the ALMA dust continuum and ATCA low-J CO data have roughly equal sensitivity to a given molecular gas mass. However, this effect is difficult to test in our data due to our modeling approach -the faint emission at large radii is not independently constrained because of our parameterized modeling. A modeling approach that affords more freedom in the source plane could offer a more robust test of this scenario.
Second, there may be a temperature gradient in the dust, with cooler temperatures towards the galaxy outskirts away from the regions with the most active star formation. Because the dust emission is also propor- Comparison of circularized sizes of CO line emission with dust continuum. We observe that the CO sizes are larger or comparable than those for the dust continuum.
tional to the effective dust temperature, this effect could also cause lower intensity in the outer regions and thus the smaller apparent size we observe (Galametz et al. 2012) . While the dust temperature and gas excitation temperature are coupled, the degree to which they are coupled also depends on the gas density, and we note that some observations show that the gas and dust temperatures can be decoupled even at high densities in the presence of strong UV radiation fields and shocks Koumpia et al. (2015) . Thus if the effective temperature of the dust emission falls faster than the gas kinetic temperature, this could result in smaller apparent dust than CO sizes.
Finally, it may be true that CO gas has a larger spatial extent than the dust, although this would imply either a spatially varying gas-to-dust ratio (e.g., Sandstrom et al. 2013) or that the gas and dust are not well-mixed. Spilker et al. (2015) have already found that low-J CO of DSFGs is more extended than the dust continuum, and note that this effect is also observed in the local universe (Regan et al. 2001; Leroy et al. 2008) . Previous studies indicate the mid-J CO(3-2) emission comes from a region comparable in size to the ongoing star formation both locally (Wilson et al. 2009 ) and at high-redshift (Bothwell et al. 2010; Tadaki et al. 2017; Chen et al. 2017; Calistro Rivera et al. 2018) . Our study finds that this trend continues at even higher transitions (J up = 6-8) for these (relatively extreme) galaxies. If this trend is real, it may imply that warm and dense gas is more extended than star forming regions and thus that this gas does not have a uniform star formation efficiency.
Magnification
The lensing magnification factor will vary as a function of source position relative to the lens (Hezaveh et al. 2012) . The DSFGs are extended sources, thus different regions of the galaxies can be magnified differently. Since we find differences in sizes and positions between CO and dust, as well as among various velocity components of the intrinsic CO, differential magnifications must be present for both situations. Hezaveh et al. (2012) simulated a compact and an extended component of a source magnified by the same lens and saw source components with different intrinsic sizes magnified differently. Spilker et al. (2015) found differences in magnification between dust and molecular gas traced by low-J CO of up to 50% by analyzing relatively low-resolution observations of SPT0346-52 and SPT0538-50. In our sample, due to the difference in sizes and positions of CO and dust relative to the caustics (shown in the bottom row of Figure  4 ), we also see differential magnification between CO and dust for some of our targets, as shown in Figure  6 . There is also a deviation of magnifications between single-channel models and multiple-channel models for CO lines (e.g. SPT0532-50 and SPT0529-54) since the multiple models account for more detailed line profiles. This is particularly relevant when the source falls in (or traverses) regions of very high magnification gradients near the lensing caustics.
Previous studies find that the CO spectral line energy distribution can be affected by differential magnification in low-J CO lines (Deane et al. 2013; Spilker et al. 2015; Rivera et al. 2018 ). Because we model separate channels through velocity space, we also find differential magnification across our high-J CO line profiles, as shown in Figure 7 . We see up to factor of 2 magnification variations across the line profile (e.g. in SPT0346-52), but in general it is no more than 30%. The flux-weighted average magnifications are indicated in blue solid horizontal lines in Figure 7 , which may vary from the magnifications derived from single-channel models (blue dotted horizontal lines) and dust continuum (red dashed horizontal lines).
To test the consistency of the apparent spectrum and the reconstructed line fluxes from the lens models, we plot the intrinsic line fluxes multiplied by the derived magnifications in Figure 8 . The apparent line fluxes are well recovered across the line profiles in our models.
We list the derived magnifications and source fluxes in Table 3 for the dust continuum and Table 4 for the CO line. For the line fluxes, we list line fluxes for both singlechannel and multiple-channel models. For multiplechannel models, the magnifications are the flux-weighted average of all channels. We also list the line luminosities in units of K km s −1 pc 2 . For SPT0346-52 and SPT2147-50, we also compare our lens models of high-J CO emission to similar lens models of high-resolution CO(2-1) data observed with ATCA. For SPT0346-52, these data were presented in Spilker et al. (2015) ; here, we update that lensing model with the best-fit lens parameters from the high-J ALMA data. The line fluxes and magnification factors of the two models are listed in Table 4 and shown in Figure  6 . We again see differential magnification between CO transitions in these two galaxies, especially in SPT2147-50. For SPT0346-52 the magnifications of the CO(2-1) and CO(8-7) transitions are similar (to within ∼2%), while for SPT2147-50 we see CO(6-5) magnified by a factor ∼5 and CO(2-1) magnified by ∼8×, ∼60% higher than the high-J CO magnification. We analyze the effects of this feature further in Section 4.3 using LVG radiative transfer modeling.
Radiative transfer modeling
One commonly-used application of well-sampled CO ladders is to do large velocity gradient (LVG) radiative transfer modeling in order to constrain the temperature and density of the CO-emitting gas. To test how different line ratios between the apparent and intrinsic images affect the study of physical properties of the gas, we conduct LVG modeling using both apparent and intrinsic line ratios to evaluate the differences between them. Here, we do a simple study with two of our sources where we have spatially resolved multiple CO lines (SPT0346-52 and SPT2147-50). SPT2147-50 shows significant differential magnification between the spatially resolved CO transitions, while SPT0346-52 does not. We compare this to the case where one has observed many lines at low spatial resolution, and so must assume the same magnification between all of them. For the CO(8-7) line of SPT0346-52, we checked the flux with another ALMA observation of this same transition (2013.1.00722.S, PI: M. Aravena) and found a mismatch in the sense that our line fluxes are higher, single-channel multiple-channel low-J Figure 6 . Comparison of the magnification factors µCO versus µcontinuum for multiple-channel models (red dots) of our high-J CO, single-channel models (blue dots) of our high-J CO, and low-J CO(2-1) (green crosses, for SPT0346-52 and SPT2147-50). For high-J CO, slight offsets are added to µcontinuum to distinguish points from single-and multiplechannel models. All the plotted magnification factors are listed in Table 4 . For multiple-channel models, the magnifications are flux-weighted averages of all modeled channels. The two grey dashed lines represent difference of positive and negative 30% between µCO and µcontinuum.
likely due to the use of different flux calibrators, so we added an additional 25% uncertainty to the flux of that line for this comparison. First, we investigate whether the ratios of L CO line luminosities between different transitions vary across the line profiles due to differential magnification. Because of the large differences in signal-to-noise between the lowand high-J data, we cannot exactly match the channelization of the data for both lines. For SPT0346-52, we re-fit the CO(2-1) data from Spilker et al. (2015) , matching the 150 km s −1 channels used in the CO(8-7) modeling; the outermost channels in the line wings are too faint to model. For SPT2147-50, we re-fit the Figure 8 . Comparison of the apparent spectra (i.e., uncorrected for lensing magnification) versus the intrinsic spectra (i.e., accounting for the magnification). The black apparent spectra are the same as in Figure 2 . The blue spectra are the lensingcorrected spectra, and the red spectra show the product of the magnifications of each channel and the intrinsic fluxes. The channelization between apparent and intrinsic spectra are not identical because we require wider channels in order to have sufficient SNR to perform lens modeling, limiting the velocity resolution of the intrinsic spectra. Figure 9 . L CO line ratios across the line profiles for SPT0346-52 and SPT2147-50. The black lines are the intrinsic line ratios from the lens models, with uncertainties represented by grey shaded areas. The colored lines represent the apparent line ratios. To make sure the intrinsic ratio profiles are calculated within the same velocity bins despite the large difference in data signal-to-noise, we made 150 km s −1 channel models for both sources (see Table 4 ). Although some differential magnification is seen across the line profiles (Figure 7) , the line ratios are fairly constant as functions of velocity. For SPT2147-50, the overall differential magnification between CO(6-5) and CO(2-1) is apparent in the global offset of the line ratio between the apparent and intrinsic images.
CO(6-5) data in 150 km s −1 channels, matching the resolution achievable for the CO(2-1) data. In Figure 9 we plot both the intrinsic and apparent line ratios of each higher transition relative to CO(2-1) for the two galaxies. We find the line ratios remain reasonably constant across the line profiles, indicating lensing distortion of the line profiles does not significantly affect the estimation of physical conditions using line luminosities.
While the apparent and intrinsic line ratios are similar for SPT0346-52, they differ by ∼60% for SPT2147-50. This difference is directly due to the large difference in magnification between CO(6-5) and CO(2-1) in this galaxy. Because the CO(2-1) magnification is higher overall than CO(6-5), the true CO line ratio in SPT2147-50 is higher than would be inferred from the apparent line ratio, which influences the conclusions drawn about the gas physical conditions in the absence of spatiallyresolved data.
To further investigate this discrepancy in line ratios, we perform simple radiative transfer modeling under the Large Velocity Gradient (LVG) approximation (Sobolev 1960; Castor 1970; Scoville & Solomon 1974; Goldreich & Kwan 1974) . CO lines often have substantial optical depths due to the high abundance of CO. For optically thick emission, radiative trapping is important, requiring an iterative calculation of the CO level populations and the emergent line emission. Here, we use the RADEX radiative transfer code (van der Tak et al. 2007 ), combined with an MCMC algorithm to sample the highly degenerate parameter space. A similar approach can be found in Yang et al. (2017) . We run the MCMC chains with three free variables, (1) N CO /∆v, the column density of CO divided per velocity interval, with a flat prior in the range 10 14 -10 19 cm −2 (km s −1 ) −1 ; (2) T kin , the kinetic temperature of the gas, with a flat prior in the range T CMB -300 K; and (3) n H2 , the number density of molecular hydrogen, with flat prior in the range 10-10 6 cm −3 . Following the RADEX documentation, we apply a prior that the line optical depth τ be less than 100, and set the background radiation temperature to the cosmic microwave background (CMB) temperature T CMB = 2.73(1 + z) K.
Starting from an initial set of parameters, we calculate the emergent CO line fluxes, and hence compute the line ratios of each higher transition over the lowest transition available using data in Table 2 , e.g. for SPT0346-52, we calculate CO(8-7)/CO(2-1), CO(6-5)/CO(2-1), and CO(5-4)/CO(2-1). With the corresponding line ratios from the observations, we can compute the likelihood that the given set of parameters reproduce the data.
We model under three scenarios. First, we construct a model using all available lines 1 , assuming all lines are magnified equally such that the apparent and intrinsic line ratios are equal. Second, we model the intrinsic line ratios (corrected for differential magnification) using the two available lines for each galaxy 2 . Finally, we model the apparent line ratios for this same pair of transitions for each source. By comparing the first and the third scenarios, we study how the derived physical constraints change depending upon the number of lines available, ignoring the effects of differential magnification. By comparing the second and the third scenarios, we study how the derived physical constraints may be biased by differential magnification, by modeling the same apparent and intrinsic line ratios.
The parameter distributions of the MCMC chains are shown in Figures 10 and 11 , generated by the code from Foreman-Mackey (2016). We note that the unbounded parameter distributions seen in these Figures are generic features of LVG modeling (Spilker et al. 2014) ; increased parameter ranges would not lead to bounded distributions. From the LVG modeling, we find SPT0346-52 and SPT2147-50 yield disparate results.
SPT0346-52 is found to yield similar physical properties if studied with the same lines for either the apparent or intrinsic ratios, as expected from the negligible differ-ential magnification. Modeling with additional CO(5-4) and CO(6-5) lines returns more constrained parameters, and is consistent with the studies with fewer lines. As the magnifications of the different CO lines are quite similar, the number of lines considered dominates the LVG modeling process. For this galaxy, acquiring spatially unresolved data for as many lines as possible is the preferred method for constraining the gas physical conditions. SPT2147-50, on the other hand, shows the opposite result -namely, that the inferred physical properties do depend on whether the analysis is performed using apparent or intrinsic line ratios. As with SPT0346-52, the apparent analysis using all available lines yields results consistent with, but more tightly constrained than, the modeling using fewer lines. However, the results using the intrinsic line ratios do show differences compared to the apparent analysis. For this particular galaxy, the true gas density is higher than would otherwise be inferred, a direct consequence of the higher overall magnification of CO(2-1) than CO(6-5). For this galaxy, a proper understanding of the gas physical conditions requires spatially resolving as many lines as possible in order to account for the substantial differential magnification between transitions.
Therefore, both the number of available line luminosities with different CO transitions and the differential magnification between different transitions can affect the physical condition estimates of the gas. Unfortunately, there is no way to know a priori whether observing a large number of lines at low spatial resolution or fewer lines at higher resolution is the more promising strategy. Previous LVG studies of high-z DSFGs (e.g. Spilker et al. 2014; Yang et al. 2017 ) suggest a lowexcitation component and a high-excitation component in the systems, but few of them also perform detailed lens modeling of the observed lines. There may be no single optimal tradeoff between the number of lines observed and the precision of the lens model, but in general exploring a wider range of CO transitions and performing detailed lens modeling for each CO transition will be important for future analyses. However, we expect that obtaining high spatial resolution imaging in order to model the lensing magnification is obviously important when considering tracers that arise from different physical conditions (e.g., low-J CO and high-J CO), while it should be less critical for more closely related tracers (e.g., adjacent CO transitions). We suggest that observing two CO lines with widely separated J up is an efficient method to determine the relative importance of differential magnification for the interpretation of CO line ratios.
CONCLUSIONS
We perform parameterized, visibility-based gravitational lens modeling on five DSFGs discovered by the SPT survey. We use ALMA observations of high-J CO line emission (J up = 6, 7, 8) and dust continuum to study the relative sizes and magnifications of molecular gas and dust. We find the high-J CO spectra have similar shapes to lower-J CO spectra. Our modeling accurately reproduces the observations of four of the five lensed galaxies. We find:
(1) The physical extent of the region traced by the high-J CO lines tends to be comparable to or larger in size than the dust continuum at rest frequencies near the CO transitions. This is different from "normal" local and high-z galaxies where mid-J CO generally has an extent similar to the dust (e.g. Wilson et al. 2009; Spilker et al. 2015; Tadaki et al. 2017; Chen et al. 2017; Calistro Rivera et al. 2018) . Since high-J CO lines trace warmer and denser gas than lower-J transitions, their large size indicates that star-forming conditions are widespread within these galaxies.
(2) We find differential magnification between dust continuum and CO molecular gas, across the CO line profiles, and between different CO transitions. This differential magnification is due to positional offsets and size differences between different components of the galaxies. The magnitude of the differential magnification reaches as high as a factor of 2, but is generally no more than ∼30%.
(3) We find velocity gradients in three of our sources. Two of them (SPT0532-50 and SPT2147-50) show gradients consistent with ordered rotation. The third one, SPT0346-52, is likely to be a merger, based in part on other data analyzed by Litke et al. (2019) .
(4) For SPT0346-52 and SPT2147-50, we compare the intrinsic and apparent line ratios between CO(2-1) and higher-J CO and quantify the effect of differential magnification. For SPT0346-52, differential magnification is negligible, while for SPT2147-50, the CO(2-1) emission is magnified ∼60% more highly than CO(6-5), indicating a higher intrinsic CO excitation than the apparent line ratio would indicate.
(5) We perform LVG modeling to study the physical properties of two galaxies (SPT0346-52 and SPT2147-50) under three scenarios: (a) Using the apparent line ratios using all available lines (4 lines for SPT0346-52 and 3 lines for SPT2147-50); (b) using the intrinsic line ratios using the two lines in each source for which we have lens models; (c) using these same two lines but the apparent line ratios for each source.
For SPT0346-52, scenario (a) gives a more constrained result than scenarios (b) and (c), while scenarios (b) and Intrinsic using CO(2-1),CO(8-7) Apparent using CO(2-1),CO(8-7) Apparent using CO(2-1),CO(5-4), CO(6-5), 4 6 8 log 10 [n H 2 T (cm 3 K)] . LVG modeling results for SPT0346-52. We show the two-dimensional parameter covariances between column density, temperature, and number density, with the marginalized one-dimensional distributions along the diagonal. We also include a histogram of the pressure p/k = nH 2 T . The red solid lines and shaded regions show the parameter distributions using the two intrinsic line fluxes available. The blue dashed lines and shaded regions show the results using the same lines but the apparent (not corrected for differential magnification) line ratios. Finally, the green dash-dotted lines and shaded regions show the results using the apparent line ratios and all available lines (also not corrected for differential magnification). For the two-dimensional covariance plots, contours enclose 68% (1σ) of the total likelihood. This figure shows that, for SPT0346-52, differential magnification does not significantly affect the inferred physical conditions (the red and blue regions are quite similar), but that more lines observed lead to better constrained parameter distributions (blue vs green regions).
(c) give similar results. Since the intrinsic high-J/low-J line ratio is comparable to the apparent line ratio in SPT0346-52, this indicates the number of lines input into LVG modeling has a greater impact than differential magnification on determination of physical parameters. For SPT2147-50, scenario (b) gives a divergent result from scenarios (a) and (c), while scenarios (a) and (c) give similar results. Since the intrinsic high-J/low-J line ratio is higher than the apparent line ratio in SPT2147-50, this indicates that if the difference in magnification is too great between lines, its effect can overwhelm the bias from the incompleteness of the CO ladder observations. These cases are two examples that together illustrate potential challenges for the interpretation of CO lines observations in lensed DSFGs. We suggest that observing two CO lines with widely separated J up is an efficient Intrinsic using CO(2-1),CO(6-5) Apparent using CO(2-1),CO(6-5) Apparent using CO(2-1),CO(4-3), 4 6 8 log 10 [n H 2 T (cm 3 K)] h Magnification.
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APPENDIX

A. LENS MODEL RESIDUAL MAPS
We here present the residual maps of our best-fit continuum models (Figure 12 ) to illustrate the quality of our models.
B. LENS MODEL PARAMETERS
The output parameters for the lenses, continuum sources and CO sources are listed in Tables 5 to 12 . See Section 3 for parameter descriptions. 0.042 ± 0.011 0.022 ± 0.009 1.18 ± 0.26 0.597 ± 0.153 1.79 ± 0.34 0.45 ± 0.05 33.5 ± 3.5 10.4 ± 1.8 SPT0532-50 -0.006 ± 0.004 0.059 ± 0.003 1.70 ± 0.10 0.246 ± 0.018 1.12 ± 0.10 0.57 ± 0.03 -18.7 ± 2.0 8.3 ± 0.4 SPT2147-50 -0.216 ± 0.015 0.327 ± 0.014 1.64 ± 0.29 0.355 ± 0.097 2.29 ± 0.70 0.72 ± 0.08 18.3 ± 10.4 5.2 ± 0.6 Table 9 . Source parameters for SPT0529-54 CO(6-5) multiple-channel model -400 0.080 ± 0.006 0.049 ± 0.004 0.92 ± 0.06 0.117 ± 0.009 1.41 ± 0.14 0.65 ± 0.07 -27.3 ± 8.0 9.0 ± 0.4 -300 0.067 ± 0.004 0.059 ± 0.004 1.63 ± 0.07 0.122 ± 0.006 1.53 ± 0.14 0.75 ± 0.05 -0.3 ± 0.1 9.6 ± 0.3 -200 0.042 ± 0.003 0.058 ± 0.002 1.86 ± 0.12 0.129 ± 0.010 1.50 ± 0.10 0.73 ± 0.05 -2.0 ± 1.6 10.7 ± 0.5 -100 0.004 ± 0.000 0.048 ± 0.003 2.10 ± 0.11 0.150 ± 0.010 1.16 ± 0.09 0.82 ± 0.06 -62.9 ± 10. 
